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The WCABA has been meeting (post pandemic) in person at the Georgetown
Public Library and as a result of what we learned about “virtual meetings” we
now understand what a value they can be. Therefore, we will continue to
schedule a Zoom meeting in conjunction with our regular meeting. We would
certainly enjoy your presence at the next meeting on July 19 (third Tuesday), but
if you can’t, then tune in to the broadcast virtually via “Zoom” software.
If you are planning to join from an iPhone or iPad, be sure to download this
application first: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoom-cloud-meetings/id546505307
We look forward to seeing you there Tuesday night @ 7PM!
GT Library - Hewlett Rm– 402 W 8th Street Georgetown 78626
Topic: WCABA Member Meeting (and Beekeeping 101)
Time: This is a recurring meeting Meet anytime
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82475068933?pwd=aHRiRjc3bS9kYXJGS2g5THVpOEx2UT09

Meeting ID: 824 7506 8933.

Passcode: 909659

Topic: Beekeeping 201 Meeting (concurrently)
Time: This is a recurring meeting Meet anytime
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83978758570?pwd=aElyMzBvODBMZjhJakcrTHFZcXFwQT09

Meeting ID: 879 7875 8570. Passcode: 344046
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kgiQC6z7D

PROGRAM:
Beekeeping 101 Speaker: Phil Ainslie
Queens: The Heart of the Hive
Phil will cover this most important member of the bee
colony, The Queen, her purpose and function, what
makes a good queen, and how to assure her success.
Question and answer session to follow.

Beekeeping 201 Speaker: Lauren Ward
Hive Management in Extreme Texas Weather

Phil Ainslie

Description: Texas can be a place of extremes, and recent years have
really delivered. From unprecedented freezes to drought and recordsetting heat, this talk will discuss how these weather patterns affect your
hives as well as some strategies to help your bees cope with them.
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Beekeeping 101:

Bee Biology, presented by Phil Ainslie

Beekeeping 101 is an excellent monthly series of foundational information that
will help beginning beekeepers get off to a good start and also in the future to
understand what is going on in the hive. There will be time to answer questions.
This presentation will be available live by Zoom.
Phil became interested in beekeeping in college while taking an entomology
class. He actually started beekeeping as a retirement hobby. He is now into his
10th+ year of beekeeping. He says he is till beekeeping and still learning.

Beekeeping 201:

Hive Management, presented by Lauren Ward

Lauren Ward is the owner and sole operator of A Bar Beekeeping, providing
hive management services, beekeeping lessons, and professional presentations.
Lauren has had a lifelong interest in insects and agriculture, culminating in a
Master’s degree in Entomology in 2014 and Board Certification in Entomology
in 2015. After graduation she became the Texas A&M apiary manager under
Dr. Juliana Rangel and served as instructor for the Honey Bee Biology online
course. Later, working for BeeWeaver Honey Farm in a variety of roles
rounded out her beekeeping experience with daily hands-on, large-scale work in
the apiary and queen rearing operation. Since its launch in 2019, A Bar
Beekeeping has grown to service more than 500 hives across Central Texas.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WCABA HONEY QUEEN SEARCH
The Williamson County Area Beekeepers Association (WCABA) is seeking a qualified young
lady as candidate to serve as WCABA Honey Queen to represent our club in events locally and in
state level functions.
She would be qualified on age based on state and national level competition criteria.
Some experience with bees or a general knowledge of insects (entomology) may prove helpful,
but desire, attitude, and a willingness to be involved and learn is more important.
If you are that person, or know of someone who might be, please contact WCABA through our
website, wcaba.org - contact us. You will get a reply.
What do Honey Queens do (as opposed to Queen Bees)?
The local, state, or national Honey Queen (or Princess) acts as a representative or spokesperson
for Beekeeping and/or the Honey Bee Industry. Knowledge of bees or of hive products can be
learned to make you a better, more effective spokesperson, but again, a good attitude and willing to
learn assures you will be a great representative.
Local Honey Queens speak at schools educating young people about bees and their importance to
industry, agriculture, and the food supply. She may represent the club at local fairs and festivals
and even parades. The use of honey in cooking demonstrations is a natural extension of that
teaching mission.
The rewards to the Honey Queen are broadening her experiences, learning or improving public
speaking skills, travel, and scholarship.
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Rain Rain Go (Gone) Away??
by Shannon Montez
Many of us continue to wonder when and if it will ever rain. While
we have plenty of sources for water, our bees are finding fewer and
fewer places to locate water. Although water is one of the many things
needed to help the hive thrive, there are several other things that you
need to be aware of.
Just like your teen athlete at the summer sports camp needs fuel and
food to get stronger and better for their sport, the bee has many of the
same needs. If your kiddo doesn’t have enough fuel, they’ll burn out Shannon Montez - President
on the workout; the same can be said of bees. If there’s not enough
pollen, it impacts the hive. If your athlete is dehydrated, they can
get very sick. The same can be said of your hives.
Last month, I wrote about creating a water source for my bees;
their favorite watering hole was my pool. While I have set up 2
areas for the bees to get water, they still seem to enjoy the pool
as much as we do. In the last week, they’ve gone through 5
gallons of water, and according to Jimmie, his bees at the Bost
farm are consuming about 3 gallons of water a day.
While I have read some advice about moving your hives out
of the direct afternoon sun, I’m just not sure how feasible that is
(full sunlight is good for control of hive beetles), and besides
Perfect Watering hole
bees have lived for centuries in tree hollows that are in direct sun
and seem to have survived through the years of hot summers.
Since it’s so hot outside, it’s important for you to pay attention to your hive. If you
haven’t harvested any honey yet, now’s a good time to think about doing that. Our club
equipment is popular this time of year and it’s better to plan ahead. We have extracting
equipment available for our members to borrow.
Within the next month, you may also notice your bees producing less honey. This is a
time when some hives can become weakened. This is a critical time of year to check for
mites and other vermin that like to inhabit your hive. We all
have plenty of horror stories about the loss of a hive.
Last year, one of my weak hives became infested with wax
moths and yellow jackets. I had a horrible time getting rid
of both. I had gotten really busy with work and didn’t have
as much time as I needed to keep up with my hives. Learn
my lesson and make sure you are checking your hives at least
every 10 to 14 days.
If you are a new beekeeper, keep notes on how your hive
is doing. If you can’t find your queen, just look for signs of
brood, especially eggs. The queen may slow down in laying
eggs a little because it is so hot. Be patient with your hive
Shannon
Resting on a cork to get a sip of water and hopefully we’ll have rain soon.
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Bee Research Pearls
Compiled by Phil Ainslie

Bee flight suffers under temperature extremes
Date: August 18, 2021
Source: Imperial College London
Summary: Rising temperatures could help some northern-latitude bees fly better,
Phil Ainslie - Secretary
but more frequent extreme weather events could push them past their limits.
Bees' flight performance affects their ability to pollinate plants -- an essential service for many of our crops.
Now, researchers from Imperial College London have measured the relationship between bumblebee flight
performance and surrounding temperature.
Like most flying insects, air temperature influences bees' body temperature, and body temperature influences
flight activity. Too cold and their flight muscles can't function fast enough to support flight; too warm and
they could overheat.
"It's not just pollination: how different flying insects respond to warming temperatures could also affect the
spread of insect-borne diseases and agricultural pest outbreaks that threaten food systems. In addition,
applying our experimental setup and findings to other species can help us understand future insect trends
important for managing service delivery or pest control methods."
The team is looking to expand this research to understand how climate warming and extreme weather events
can influence the impacts of other stressors, such as pesticide exposure. They are also looking at how the
effects of warming can affect pollination delivery across different types of landscapes.

Honeybees' waggle dance reveals bees
in rural areas travel farther for food
Date: October 6, 2021
Source: British Ecological Society
Summary: By decoding honeybees' waggle dances, which tell other bees where to find food, researchers have
found that bees in agricultural areas travel farther for food than those in urban areas.
They also found no significant difference in the amount of sugar collected by the urban and rural bees. Thus,
the longer foraging distances in rural areas were not driven by far away, nectar-rich resources and that urban
areas provided honeybees with consistently more available food.
In the study, the researchers recorded 2827 waggle dances between April and September 2017 across 20 sites:
10 in central London to represent urban land and 10 in agricultural land in Kent, Surrey, and the other home
counties. They then decoded these dances and mapped out where the bees had been.
They also collected data on the sugar concentration from forages by collecting ten returning bees on each hive
visit and inducing regurgitation of collected nectar. The data allowed the researchers to test their assumption
that longer foraging trips reflected a shortage of available forage rather than the existence of distant but highquality resources.
Because the study focused on honeybees, which are domesticated and are not threatened, the researchers warn
that the findings will not apply to all bee species. Professor Leadbeater said: "While we can potentially
extrapolate our results to some wild bees, such as generalist bumblebee species, our results should not be used
to imply that this pattern will hold for all bee species. For many solitary bees, having specialist host plant
species or nesting sites will be important in determining whether cities are valuable habitats.
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Practical Experiences in the Bee Yard
July in Texas is hot but just wait until August follows! The hot weather in
July signals the nectar flow is just about to terminate. There may be horsemint
and some other sources still producing limited amounts of nectar but usually
the production is not enough for the bees to store.
Many beekeepers begin to extract during the 4th of July time frame. The hot
weather allows the stored honey to run freely from the cells when the cappings
Stanford Brantley
are removed and the frame placed in the extractor.
If you pull frames and extract honey in July, follow up with a mite check on your hives. With the
decreasing forage and increasing temperatures, bee population begins to decline and varroa mite
populations continue to climb. If your mite check shows a count nearing or exceeding the
recommended threshold, you could store the extracted supers for a while and add mite strips to the
hive, possibly preventing loss of the hive to the varroa mite. After leaving the strips in the hive for
the proper treatment interval, do another mite count to determine if the treatment was effective. If
the mite count remains high, consider using a different type of mite treatment in an attempt to save
your hive of bees.
If the mite count was acceptable, replace those stored supers and begin to feed 2-to-1 sugar
mixture. The bees will store this thicker syrup and use it to raise the bees that will get the hive
through the winter.
As nectar sources dry up, it is a given fact that the strong bee colony will begin to search for the
less populated colonies and attempt to relieve the poorly defended hives of the food sources they
were able to store. Your job as the beekeeper is to help the smaller colony defend themselves.
Spend some time observing the landing board and you will be able to determine if you have a hive
that is a potential target for robbing. Do not wait for robbing to begin before you add the entrance
reducer. I suggest using the smallest opening on the entrance reducer. Do not worry about the bees
getting too hot.
How do you handle the wet supers after extracting? Many beekeepers set them out for all the
neighboring bees to feast on and clean up the wet comb. I prefer to put the wet supers back on the
hives they came from and allow the home bees to enjoy the remaining honey they worked so hard to
collect and store.
When retuning wet supers to the hive, it is best to do so late in the day, if possible. The smell of
wet comb and dripped honey can excite all the bees in the apiary, possible moving them toward a
robbing frenzy. Replacing the wet supers as close to dusk as possible allows the oncoming darkness
to induce most of the excited bees to return to their own hive. By morning, all of the available
spilled or dripped honey will be consumed and life will return to near normal.
You may notice an increase in the bee activity at the hive entrance. During the summer months,
the bees will be busy carrying water in their honey crops to help cool the hive. You can provide a
water source close the hive to assist them. I use a plastic bucket for the watering source but I add an
old towel or some other discarded material to drape over the edge of the bucket, allowing one end to
float in the water. This gives the bees a safe place to land on the damp material and keeps them
from falling into the water and drowning. Observe this set up often, making sure to keep water in
the bucket. If the bucket runs dry, the bees will have to search elsewhere for a water source.
Hive ventilation can be improved by placing the front edge of the telescoping cover on the front
edge of the inner cover, allowing the heat inside the hive to escape. If you use this method to vent
your hive, expect to see the area on top of the inner cover covered by a mass of bees. Be aware of
this possibility and use caution when raising the telescoping cover.
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Robbing Season is Here
submitted by: Linda Russell

Honey bee robbing is starting early this summer due to a lack of
nectar during this dearth. The culprits can be from our own apiary, a
neighbor’s or a feral colonies. It starts with some scout bees honing
in on a colony that is usually weaker. They’ll sniff around hive seams,
cracks and underneath if there’s a screened bottom board. Then the
foragers arrive, and the siege is on. Lots of bees will be flying
erratically (unlike the rhythmic orientation flights). There will be
tumbling and fighting on the landing board and even sometimes in the
air. The robbers then overtake the hive, rip the caps off the stored
honey and fill their honey stomachs. Their bellies are so full that they
Linda Russell - Program Chair
often have to climb up the sides of the hive, then dip down after take-off before flying away.
Dead bees and stripped out honey comb are left in the wake. Once the robbers are gone, wasps
and other predators move in and kill any remaining bees and brood. The victimized colony is
decimated.
A robbing situation in progress can be interrupted by
reducing the entrance with a wad of grass which allows
airflow but gives a smaller area for guard bees to try to
manage. A water-soaked sheet can be thrown over the
entire hive which confuses the robbers, while the resident
bees will find their way in and out. If it is a really bad
situation, the hive can be closed off with a piece of
hardware cloth (#8 or 10) tacked over the entire entrance.
There are several ways to prevent robbing. First of all,
take care not to spill sugar syrup when feeding the colony.
Bees will smell the syrup, arrive at the scene and then
Bad case of robbing of hives by honey bees
find the hive. Secondly, when working in the hive,
minimize the time that the hive is kept open to decrease
drawing attention to the hive. Lastly, installing a
purchased or DIY robber screen can help prevent
robbing. These screens are usually made of hardware
cloth (#8 or 10) with an alternate entrance/exit for the
resident bees. The marauding bees attempt to enter by
Robbing screen installed on a hive
going straight in, but are blocked by the screen, while the
resident bees will come and go through the alternate entrance. Placing the robber screen on the
hive entrance after all the bees are home for the evening will help them adapt to the new way in
and out.
Anticipating robbing and taking measures to minimize or prevent it can make the difference in
getting honey bee colonies through this dearth and coming out on the other side. L.R.
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Scholarship Recipients Extract Honey at the Bost Farm
submitted by Jimmie Oakley

The 2022 Wolf-Bost Scholarship Recipients extracted from their
beehives at the Heritage Community Garden for the first time this year on
Thursday, July 7. It seemed like a long time in coming, but actually,
according to the program, it was right on schedule.
From the start of the season the plan was to build a strong colony by
stimulative feeding and regular checking on resources to assure a steady
growth toward the ultimate purpose of each colony, to reproduce itself. As
part of the process excess stores (honey) is harvested as the honey flow
ends in preparation for a summer mite test and treatment, and to make room
for the queen to initiate a new round of brood production that will support
the division that will come later.
At the garden Max McDonald and Naaman Gunter performed their
regular hive check, recorded the findings, and then selected the frames that
would be pulled out of the hive to be extracted to make room for the new
queen activity. So, everything really is on schedule after all.
Meanwhile at the honey house preparations were underway to extract the
honey being brought in from the garden. Because the recipients are
extracting for the first time we go with the basics and use the three-frame
extractor to assure that they learn the system from the ground up.

Chris & Max McDonald brush bees
from a frame to be extracted

Naaman & Scott select a full frame
of honey they want to extract

Max Donald removes capping from a
frame of honey with a serrated knife

Naaman & Scott Gunter crank the handle
to spin the honey out of the frames

It’s always enjoyable to have family involved the extracting
process, so both the McDonald’s and Gunter’s were invited to
participate in the first extracting with the new recipients. Pizza
watches closely as Max begins to
was a great incentive to attract all the brothers and sisters to the Ivan McDonald
drain the honey from the extractor
event, and they came.
So, with the cutting of the cuppings, scratching of the frames, loading and unloading of the extractor,
and cranking like crazy; they liberate the liquid gold stored in the combs, and with some straining the
finished product is secured from the first harvest. It brought sticky fingers and smiles all around.
It was a sweet labor of love. Congratulations on your first crop.
JO
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More scholarship extracting pictures…

Naaman pours honey through strainer as Max observes

The McDonald and Gunter families there in support of their scholarship recipients

Chris, Max, Naaman and Scott holds the fruits of the harvest

Esther stays close as Chris bottles the honey

Ivan says, eating pizza is good….

(Ivan, Jacklyn, Esther)...watching honey slowly drain, not so much so.
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Extracting Equipment Gets Good use by Club Members
submitted by Jimmie Oakley

As the keeper of the extracting equipment at the Bost Farm, I see all the comings and
goings of the extractors, and I get to hear of the great successes, or not so great too.
This year may not be as active, but it is sure interesting.
Amounts of honey harvested don’t seem to be a great, and maybe not as light as in years
past, but it is surely appreciated by those getting it.
I have asked those using the equipment to pass along some pics showing their process or
their product. Of those who have done so, I have included some here, enjoy!

Theresa Lee loves her dog and her honey (not sure which order)

EXTRACTORS STILL AVAILABLE... ARE YOU NEXT?

Courtney Ahrenholtz says, All of this (uncapping, scratching, extracting, straining) …
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... equals THIS! (sweet, rich, and bold)

Club Member Extracting Pictures

John and Caitlyn Combs take it from farm product...

… to FINISHED PRODUCT (kissed by the Sun)

Chris Huck used electric
(leaf) blower to remove bees…

Roller uncapper instead of scratching…
Electric extractor, no CRANK here. High Tech all the way!
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Club Member Extracting Pictures (cont.)

Jimmy Shields started with some beautiful
frames of honey...

added a little muscle and sweat equity…(Jimmy, Michael, Charlie & Monica)

got some custom bottling...

and made memories for the generations (three of them: Jimmy, Charlie & Michael).

So that’s what it’s all about. Your love of the bees has turned out to be hot work, getting
stung, getting sticky, but getting the opportunity to bring the family you love together with
the insect you love and making honey and memories that make you smile and be thankful. JO
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Membership Report: Shirley Doggett
July 2022
If you change your address, phone number, or email, please email me with the change.
New Members:
Mary Cameron.

Leander. Maryfc2@gmail.com

Renewing Members
Kurt Kurtin
Georgetown.

Thank you for your Subscription or Membership Renewal ~
Shirley

ADVERTISEMENT*

Honey Extraction Service
I will for your extractions. I have a “honey house” that is 16’x24 that I use for
extractions and equipment storage. The extraction room is about 8’x15’ area with a
hand sink, 3 compartment sink, stainless steal table, stand up freezer, and a motorized
3 frame centrifugal. I charge $2.50 per frame. Minimum 10 frames BYOB (bring
your own bucket). I keep the uncapped wax. The frames must be pulled and provided
to me within 48 hrs so I do not have to deal with wax moth larvae. I have the options to
strain with either 600, 400, or 200 gauge screen. Jessica
jessicadean03@gmail.com
909-815-9192
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WCABA Executive Board Minutes for 5/19/2022
Attending: Shirley Doggett, Phil Ainslie, Gary Bible, Gillian Mattison, Matt Ludlum, Linda Russell,
Jimmie Oakley
The board approved the minutes from the March meeting.
•
Bee Procurement:
o
Gary Bible presented his after-action report.
o
A proposal was made and approved to order six queens to replace defective or
dead queens from our nuc order.
o
The committee agreed that the maximum for new members would be four nucs and
six for others next year.
o
Next year, a weekly or bi-monthly announcement will be sent out via mail-chimp
regarding the order status.
o
A firm cut-off date for nuc orders will be February 28th. Member orders placed
after February 28th or postmarked after February 28th will not be accepted.
•
Treasurers Report: The treasurer report was tabled until the next meeting. Barbi Rose is
moving out of Austin.
o
The was some further discussion regarding various aspects of tax-free status.
Further discussion will be at forthcoming board meetings.
•
Membership Report: Shirley Doggett reported that we have 200 paid-up members.
•
The board discussed a Flow Hive that is being given away by a member that developed a
bee sting allergy. The hive will be announced and given by raffle to an experienced beekeeper at
the May meeting.
•
Web site: Shannon requested that the board members review the site for outdated
material.
•
Program Report: Linda Russell reported that the May 201 would be on pheromones.
o
June 101 will be “Your Hive in the Summer,” and July will be “Queens.” There
was some discussion about a request for a Honey/Lemonade business presentation that
donates part of the proceeds to a nonprofit organization. Linda and Shannon will reach out
to them for further information.
•
Library: The board discussed donating our club beekeeping books to the Georgetown
Library. Any “TexShare” cardholder can check out books from the Georgetown Library. A
beekeeping section is desirable. Chris Huck can provide an inventory listing of the clubs' book
inventory.
•
Zoom Presentations: Matt Ludlum is gathering additional supplies for streamlining the
zoom process at our meetings. The board approved reimbursement for the expenses.
o
The board agreed to continue the zoom presentations for now.
•
Scholarship Program: Jimmie Oakley reported that the new Georgetown site works well
for our scholarship program and Georgetown Park. Our two scholarship recipients are
progressing well, and their parents are supportive.
•
Queen and Ambassador Program: The program is pending applicants. Recruiting
announcements will be made at the monthly meetings and in the newsletter.
•
Speaking Engagements: Phil Ainslie reported that he and Dodie Stillman spoke at a
Girl Scout program. Phil Ainslie will be speaking at the “Senior U” course this coming fall. Phil
will give a weekly one-hour talk for three weeks, and another speaker will follow up with a
program on birding. It was proposed that we have a tablecloth with our logo for presentations.
Shirley Doggett will follow up on the tablecloth. Phil Ainslie volunteered to make a Tri-Fold club
brochure to giveaway.
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Williamson County Area Beekeepers Association
Treasurer's Report - As of July 14, 2022

Profit and Loss
ACCOUNTS
Income
Program Income - Bee Procurement
Program Income - Membership Dues
Total Income

Year to Date
$59,385.00
$4,650.00
$64,035.00

Cost of Goods Sold
Bees
Total Cost of Goods Sold

$49,235.00
$49,235.00

Gross Profit

$14,800.00

Operating Expenses
Insurance
Meeting Supplies
Permits
Scholarship Program Expenses
Speaker Fees
Travel Expenses
Venue Rental Expense
Website and Zoom
Total Operating Expenses

$1,267.00
$231.61
$100.00
$527.60
$700.00
$668.98
$375.00
442.57
$4,312.76

Net Profit

$10,487.24

Balance Sheet
As of July 14, 2022

ACCOUNTS
Assets
Total Cash and Bank
Total Assets
Liabilities
Total Liabilities

$46,556.42
$46,556.42
$0.00

Assets & Liabilities

$46,556.42

Equity
Retained Earnings - Prior Years
Retained Earnings - Current Year
Total Equity
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$36,069.18
$10,487.24
$46,556.42

